
ANEN
5th Wheel Skirt
I nstallation lnstructions
Suggested Tools:
Masking Tape or Self Adhesive Velcro, Dril l ,
Tape Measure, Phil ips Head Bit or Screwdriver

Read Steps 1 Thru 6 Before Dril l ing Any Holes In Your 5th Wheell
Step 1 .  r
Before drill ihg any holes in your 5th Wheel:
Tape skirt in place (if working by yourself ) or
hold skirt in place (lf you have a couple of helpers)
to make sure it is and centered on 5th Wheel,
and the r ight height (paral lel  to and touching the ground).

Steo 2.
Starting with the snaps on either side of the hitch,
measure and mark each snap location.

Step 3.
DO NOT drill any of the starter holes at your measured points
for the snap screws yet!
Drill starter holes and install the snap screws on
both side of the hitch first.

Steo 4.
Snap the skirt onto the two snap screws that you have installed on both side of the hitch.
Once you have installed the two center snaps you can alternate snap screw installation from
side to side or you can complete one side then the other. Install consecutive screws in
succession starting from the center, working toward the back.

You may find as you snap each snap that your drill position may vary slightly from your
initial measurements. That is why it best to snap skirt in place as you install it and verify
your next drill position by holding the next snap and pulling the cover taut.

Step 5.
Drill starter hole for the next snap closest to the installed center snaps.
Instal l the snap screw.
Snap skirt onto snap screw.

Step 6.
Repeat Step 5 with each consecutive snap.
Once you have installed the two center snaps you can alternate snap screw installation from
side to side or you can complete one side then the other.The important thing to remember
is to install consecutive screws in succession starting from the center, working toward the back.
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